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Abstract—Distributed data stream mining in a sliding window has emerged recently, due to its applications in many domains including
large Telecoms and Internet Service Providers, financial tickers, ATM and credit card operations in banks and transactions in retail
chains. Many of these large-scale applications prohibit monitoring data centrally at a single location due to their massive volume of the
data; therefore, data acquisition, processing, and mining tasks are often distributed to a number of processing nodes, which monitor
their local streams and exchange only the summary of data either periodically or on demand. While this offer many advantages,
distributed stream applications possess significant challenges including problems related to an online analysis of the recent data,
communication efficiency and various estimation of various complex queries. There are few existing techniques which solve problems
related to distributed sliding window data stream; however, those techniques are focused on solving only simple problems and require
high space, query, and communication cost, which can be a bottleneck for many of these large scale applications. In this paper, we
propose an efficient query estimation technique by constructing a small sketch of the data stream. The constructed sketch uses a
deterministic sliding window model and can estimate various complex queries, for both centralized and distributed applications;
including point queries (i.e., range queries and heavy hitter queries), quantiles, inner product, and self-join size queries, with
deterministic guarantees on the precision. The proposed approach improves upon recent existing work for these problems, in terms of
the memory and query cost in a centralized setting and in terms of communication cost and merge complexity in a distributed setting.
It requires O( 1

ε2
log (εN)) memory (where 0 < ε < 1 is a user defined parameter), can provide estimates in O(1) time, and processes

each incoming record in O(1) amortized time. Detailed experimental analysis, both in centralized and distributed settings
demonstrates that in practice the proposed approach uses about six times less memory, and has about eight times less query time
when compared to ECM sketches. In a distributed application, the proposed technique also significantly improves (around seven
times) on the communication cost between distributed sites.

Index Terms—Distributed Query Estimation, Distributed Heavy Hitters, Distributed Data Streams

F

1 INTRODUCTION

IN many applications data needs to be processed on a non-
stop continuous basis, i.e., in the form of a stream. For

example, in large Telecoms and Internet Service Providers,
detailed usage information (e.g., Call-Detail-Records, SNMP
packet-flow data, etc.) needs to be continuously collected
and analyzed for billing, capacity planning, and identifi-
cation of trends and anomalies. A common need for these
applications is to extract useful intelligence and actionable
rules from high-speed multidimensional streams, which can
be accomplished through a summary sketch that can rep-
resent the statistical properties of data while allowing fast
real-time updates and query. Such summary sketch can im-
prove scalability and efficiency of various data analytic tasks
such as estimating self-join and inner product, quantiles,
frequency statistics and heavy hitters. The heavy hitters
problem is one of the most studied questions in data streams
research, due to its simplicity to state, and its value in many
applications. Informally, given a series of items arriving in
a stream, the objective is to find those items which occur
most frequently. This is useful in many domains including
databases (e.g., finding attribute values with high frequen-
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cies), IP network traffic monitoring (e.g., identifying heav-
iest bandwidth users), online analytical processing (e.g.,
online queries performed in real time monitoring systems),
and search engines (e.g., the most frequently searched terms
in queries made to an Internet search engine).

Due to their massive volume of the data, many of these
large-scale application prohibit monitoring data centrally
at a single location; therefore, data processing task is dis-
tributed to a number of processing nodes, which monitor
their local streams and exchange only the summary of
processed data either periodically or on demand. While
this offer many advantages, distributed streams applications
posse significant challenges including problems related to
online analysis of recent data, communication efficiency and
various complex queries estimation. First, often recent data is
more important and emphasized in these applications while
historic data is accumulated and archived in the DBMS of
a data warehouse [1], where access to it is time-consuming
and prohibitively expensive. Second, many of these large-
scale distributed monitoring applications impose critical
communication efficiency requirements [2]. Communication
cost is an important aspect of these applications, which is
often determined in terms of the amount of information
needed to transmit over the network [2]. Third, some appli-
cations need to answer various complex queries including
point queries (i.e., range queries and heavy hitter queries),
inner product, and self-join size queries [1], [3], which can
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capture the characteristics of underlying streams.
This paper proposes a technique which can solve the

aforementioned problems of distributed stream processing.
An efficient Exponential Space Saving (ESS) sketch is de-
signed by combining exponential histogram [4] with a Space
Saving [5] structure, which has the following properties.
First, the sketch efficiently summarizes the stream through
continuous monitoring in real-time using a sliding window
of recent data, that is, the sketch is designed to be efficient in
its update mechanism to meet the time constraints of high
speed distributed streams. Second, the sketch uses a small
memory footprint and is mergeable. This has the benefit
of low communication overhead and the possibility of its
use in devices with less memory. Moreover, it offers merge-
ability with guaranteed accuracy, and the merged sketch
is the logical representation of the distributed sketches.
Finally, the proposed sketch can answer various complex
queries, both in a centralized and distributed settings, with
deterministic guarantees on the precision. More specifically,
the contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) A novel sketch (called ESS-sketch) is proposed, which
can summarize high dimensional streaming data in sliding
windows with provable accuracy guarantees. Compared to
existing probabilistic techniques ESS-sketch provides de-
terministic solutions using a combination of state-of-the-
art sliding window statistics tool such as exponential his-
togram [4] with an efficient non-sliding (i.e., full history)
data structure such as Space Saving [5]. ESS-sketch achieves
this by significantly modifying the Space Saving structure
and replacing its Integer counters to allow it to handle
sliding window constraints. (2) Existing sliding window-
based query estimation techniques cannot handle complex
queries efficiently in the distributed setting. This paper im-
proves upon current techniques by allowing various queries
including point, self-join, and inner product queries and can
be used to address a wide range of other problems such
as computing quantiles, maintaining frequency statistics
and finding heavy hitters in a sliding window; providing
theoretical proofs of accuracy for these queries. The previous
best known results [3] for estimating point, self-join and
inner product, quantiles, frequency statistics and heavy
hitters queries in sliding window require O( 1

ε2 ln 1
δ logN)

memory and has O(ln 1
δ ) query time, where 0 < ε < 1

is a user defined parameter and δ is the probability of a
failure. ESS-sketch improves upon these bounds both in
terms of memory and query cost; it requires O( 1

ε2 log (εN))
memory and has O(1) query time. A detailed comparison
is provided in Table 2. (3) In a distributed setting, we
show how to merge ESS-sketches that are maintained at
remote distributed sites. To make ESS-sketch mergeable, we
consider each tuple separately in an individual ESS-sketch
and discuss the case when the tuple is present in two or
more ESS-sketches that are required to be merged. This
needs to merge the sliding window counters corresponding
to different input tuples having the same key in different
summaries. Similarly, for the case when tuples are present in
one sketch but not in others, we demonstrated how to keep
the size of the merged summary always bounded by O(m)
even after merging. Thus, the merged sketch require only a
bounded amount of memory. Compared to earlier work [1],
[3] which require O( dε2 ln 1

δ logN) communication cost, the

proposed approach requires O( dε2 log εN) communication
cost, where d is the number of distributed sites. (4) The pa-
per also presents an extensive theoretical and experimental
analysis both in centralized and distributed settings. Our
analysis demonstrates that the proposed approach offers
many advantages over existing approaches. Compared to
earlier work [1], [3], ESS-sketch uses about 6.29 times less
memory, 7.88 times less query time and requires only 1.058
times (5.8%) more update time. In distributed setting, ESS-
sketches are merged three times faster and requires seven
times less communication overhead over the network, hav-
ing substantial communication cost saving.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 provides a detailed review of the existing work, and
Section 3 provides preliminaries and explains the notation
used throughout the paper. Section 4 discusses the proposed
ESS-sketches and develops theoretical bounds on various
properties of ESS-sketches. Section 5 explains the proposed
merge algorithm for ESS-sketches to summarize the dis-
tributed sliding window data streams. The implementation
and experimental results are provided in Section 6, and the
paper concludes in Section 7.

2 PREVIOUS WORK

Distributed systems have seen a wide range of development
recently [6], [7], [8]. Studies on distributed stream processing
focus on communication efficiency for handling various
query types, including monitoring of simple distributed ag-
gregates [9], join aggregates [10], distributed quantiles [11],
dynamic continuous queries [12] and distributed threshold
conditions [13], [14]. However, these approaches are based
on full history stream computational model, which do not
solve the problems that are specific to sliding window
stream computational model, hence cannot be applied to
distributed sliding window stream processing.

Chakrabati et al. [15] proposed to combine exponential
histogram [4] with count-min sketch [16] for computing the
entropy of the stream in sliding window. Their algorithm
requires O( 1

ε2 log 1
δ logN) space, and processes each update

in O( 1
ε + log log 1

δ + log logN) time. There is a bulk of work
[17], [18] on processing data streams in sliding window,
however, their focus is on approximating simple centralized
queries (i.e., heavy hitters) and cannot answer complex
distributed queries (rang queries, inner product etc).

Recently ECM-sketches were proposed in [3], which
similar to [15], combine exponential histogram with count-
min sketch to estimate various queries in the distributed
sliding window streams. There are several differences be-
tween ECM-sketch and ESS-sketch. First, ECM-sketch com-
bines exponential histogram with sketches like count-min
sketches to design distributed sliding window stream min-
ing technique, because count-min sketches are trivially com-
posable due their matrix like structures. This work uses
Space Saving [5] structure and replaces its Integer counters
by exponential histograms or deterministic waves to de-
sign distributed sliding window stream mining technique.
Nevertheless, using Space Saving in a distributed setting is
non-trivial due to the complexity in merging data structures
containing both keys and counters. We address this issue by
developing an approach to solve the composability issue of
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Notation Description
n Length of the sliding window, in time units or number

of arrivals
N Sum of the frequencies of all items within window

length n
Ni The number of 1’s in a stream within window length n
r range of the query in terms of number or arivals or

time unites
ar , br Substream of stream a, b, within the query range r
S The stream under consideration
R, P Items in the stream
WR A sliding window counter, either exponential

histogram or deterministic waves
f(R) Frequency of item R
ESS, ECM,
CMS

Exponential Space Saving (ESS), Exponential Count
Min (ECM), Count Min Sketch (CMS)

fa(R, r) Frequency of item R in stream a, within the query
range r

SR A bit stream corresponding to item R
m The number of tuples maintained by ESS-sketch
k The number of buckets maintained within window

counter
||ar||1,
||br||1

Sum of the frequencies of all items in stream a and b,
within query range r

εs, εw Error parameter for SS and exponential histogram or
deterministic waves

ε A single error parameter when ε = εs = εw
ar � br ,
̂ar � br

Real and estimated inner product of ar and br

Sj A distributed Stream at site j
d The number of distributed streams⊕

Merge operator for merging distributed streams
S⊕ A logical stream corresponding to the union of d

distributed streams
N⊕ Sum of the frequencies of all items within the logical

stream S⊕ within last n unites of time
ESS⊕ Merged summary corresponding to

S1
⊕
S2

⊕
· · ·

⊕
Sd

TABLE 1: Frequently used notations

ESS sketches. Second, due to probabilistic nature of count-
min sketch the estimation solutions of ECM-sketch are not
deterministic, which is often necessary in many applica-
tions, whereas the proposed ESS-sketch offers deterministic
solutions, which to the best of our knowledge is the first
approach in distributed applications to offer deterministic
solutions. Finally, ECM-sketch suffers from high memory
O( 1

ε2 ln (1
δ ) lnN) (where δ is a small probability of failure)

and query cost O( 1
δ ), communication overhead and dis-

tributed merge complexity. ESS-sketch has significantly im-
proved on the space, query cost, communication overhead
and distributed merge complexity of existing techniques
including ECM-sketch.

3 PRELIMINARIES

In data streams mining, there are two types of compu-
tational models; full-history, where the complete data is
available for query estimation; and sliding window, where
time decayed partial data is available for query estima-
tion. The main idea behind the proposed framework is to
combine the basic structures from full-history and sliding
window streams to build a composable structure (ESS-
sketch) for the centralized as well as distributed sliding
window streams. ESS-sketch offers the following benefits. a)
ESS-sketch allows solving complex problems in the sliding
window model, including sliding window query processing
(e.g., computing quantiles, maintaining frequency statistics

and finding heavy hitters), and database operations such
as joins and inner products that are not currently available
in sliding window model; b) moreover, we have designed
the ESS-sketch to be composable so that it allows the
same complex queries in a distributed environment; c) The
proposed distributed ESS-sketch enable accurate merging
of distributed sketches which improves on existing work
(see Section 2) by offering deterministic accuracy of query
estimation (bounded by ε) with significantly lower require-
ments for memory O( 1

ε2 log εn), query processing O(1), and
distributed merge complexity O( dε2 log εn), which is far less
than existing solutions (see Table 2).

In Section 4, we describe the proposed ESS-sketch for
centralized setting, and in Section 5, we provide details
of the proposed merge algorithm for ESS-sketches to sum-
marize the distributed sliding window data streams. Next,
we describe the two computational models in more detail,
focusing on the aspects relevant to our work.

3.1 Full-history Stream Computational Model

In this model, data items arrive in the form of a continuous
stream, where all the elements arrived so far are considered
relevant at any time to answer queries on the data set.
Many mining algorithms, database operations, and Internet
search engine query processing systems require efficient ex-
ecution which can be difficult to accomplish with a fast data
stream. For instance, Google processes over 40,000 search
queries every second on average, and a typical router inter-
face processes around 1 million packets every second [19].
Therefore, it is often acceptable to compute approximate
answers for such problems. Many algorithms are proposed
in literature [5], [16] that can estimate frequencies of items in
full-history streams. Space Saving (SS) [5] is a widely used
counter-based algorithm for estimating item frequencies. It
can track a subset T of items from a universe by maintaining
an approximate count for each item in the subset. Each tuple
in T contains three entries, [R, f̂(R),∆

R
], where R is the

record, f̂(R) is the estimated frequency of R, and ∆
R

is the
estimation error. If the incoming record R from stream S is
in T , SS increments the corresponding counter. Otherwise,
the record with the smallest counter in T (say P ) is removed
from T and replaced by R. Also, the counter of R is set to
f̂(P ) + 1, and the error of R is set to ∆

R
= f̂(P ).

3.2 Sliding Window Stream Computational Model

In this model, data items arrive in a form of continuous
stream, where only the last n (window size) items are
considered relevant at any given time. The most recent n
items are active data items, while the rest of the data items
are expired and are no longer contributing to any query
answers on the data set. A data item that has been processed
cannot be retrieved for further processing at a later stage.
The available memory for processing the stream is limited
and often required to be sublinear in n. Hence, algorithms
which need to store all the active data items are considered
inadequate in the sliding window computational model.
The sliding window model was first proposed by Datar et al.
[4], where they considered a simple basic counting problem.
Formally, given a stream of 0’s and 1’s, the idea is to provide
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ECM (EH) ECM (DW) ESS (EH) ESS (DW)

Worst Memory O( 1
ε2

ln 1
δ
logn) O( 1

ε2
ln 1
δ
logn) O( 1

ε2
log εn) O( 1

ε2
log εn)

Amort. Update Time O(ln 1
δ
) O(ln 1

δ
) O(1) O(1)

Worst Update Time O(ln 1
δ
logn) O(ln 1

δ
) O(log ( 1

ε
) logn) O(log ( 1

ε
))

Point Query Time O(ln 1
δ
) O(ln 1

δ
) O(1) O(1)

Range Query Time O(r ln 1
δ
) O(r ln 1

δ
) O(r) O(r)

HHs Query Time O( 1
ε
ln 1
δ
) O( 1

ε
ln 1
δ
) O( 1

ε
) O( 1

ε
)

Communication Cost O( d
ε2

ln 1
δ
logn) O( d

ε2
ln 1
δ
logn) O( d

ε2
log εn) O( d

ε2
log εn)

Merge Time O( d
ε2

ln 1
δ
logn) O( d

ε2
ln 1
δ
logn) O( d

ε2
logn) O( d

ε2
logn)

TABLE 2: Comparisons of various theoretical complexities of ESS and ECM sketches. HHs denotes heavy hitter(s), EH
denotes exponential histogram, DW denotes deterministic waves and δ ∈ [0,1] is a small probability of failure (for ECM
sketches only).

an estimate of the number of 1’s in the last n arrivals at any
time, such that the relative error of the estimate is bounded
by ε.

Exponential histogram [4] is a structure that can solve
the problem of basic counting. It divides the sliding window
into a count range of small buckets and maintains the
statistics over the bucket. Each bucket in the histogram
keeps the timestamp of the recent 1’s and the count of the
number of 1’s within the bucket. Buckets with timestamp
of the last added item to the bucket that are outside the
window are expired and are removed from the structure.
To compute the number of 1’s over the whole (or part of)
window, the counts of all the non-expired buckets (except
the last one) are aggregated. Let Ci be the count of the
ith bucket, then the number of 1’s can be estimated by
f̂ =

Cq

2 +
∑q−1
i Ci, where q is the number of buckets

in the histogram. The estimation error is introduced from
the oldest bucket Cq , as it may contain some of the expired
data (1’s). Therefore, estimation error is bounded by the size
of the oldest bucket, i.e., Cq , which is controlled using a
user supplied parameter ε. Exponential histogram requires
O( 1

ε log n) space and O(log n) worst-case updates, O(1)
amortized updates, and O(1) query time.

Deterministic Waves [20] is another technique that can
solve the basic counting problem. It maintains the number
of 1’s and the position (timestamp) of the most recent 1
in a fixed length queue, called level queue. The structure
maintains several queues arranged in hierarchical manner.
Each time a new position is added for the level, the position
at the tail of the queue is removed (assuming the queue is
full). The queues are identical to circular buffer, in which
the new head position simply overwrites the next buffer
slot. The circular buffer is designed using doubly linked list,
which links the positions of 1’s. Positions removed from the
tail of a level queue are joined to the next level queue. When
a new stream item arrives, deterministic waves algorithm
checks the head of the first sorted queue to see if the item
needs to be expired. Deterministic waves has identical space
and query cost requirements with exponential histogram,
however, it outperforms exponential histogram with respect
to worst-case update cost. It processes each data item in
O(1) in the worst-case time.

If Ni represents the number of 1’s in a window of length
n, then the space required by the exponential histogram or
deterministic waves can also be specified as O( 1

ε logNi).

4 PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR A CENTRALIZED
SETTING

In a centralized setting, it is often required to compute an
aggregate of a multidimensional high-speed stream. This
section describes how the proposed approach can be used
to find a summary of a high-speed stream. We first describe
ESS-sketch with its pseudo code and later provide an exam-
ple. ESS-sketch supports both count-based and time-based
sliding windows. The core idea of ESS-sketch is a modified
SS structure [5]. SS structure is designed for full-history data
streams and cannot handle sliding window constraints. ESS-
sketch addresses this limitation by replacing the Integer
counters of SS structure by sliding window counters W,
where each W is an exponential histogram or deterministic
waves. Specifically, it associates each record P with a sliding
window counter that counts the number of occurrences of
P within the sliding window, covering the last n arrivals, or
the last n time units, depending on whether we need count-
based or time-based sliding windows. For each P ∈ S, let
S

P
= e1e2e3 · · · be a bit stream, where, for any i ≥ 1, ei = 1

if Pi = P , and ei = 0 if Pi 6= P . This means that for each
unique record P there is a corresponding bit stream S

P
of

0’s and 1’s constructed using the above rule. For instance,
see Figure 1 to understand how bit stream S

P
is constructed

from stream S. The constructed bit stream SP for a record
P has a digit 1 when the corresponding record in the actual
stream is P and has a digit 0 otherwise. Once the bit streams
are constructed, we can use window counters W to estimate
the number of 1’s in those bit streams (such as S

P
), which in

turn finds the estimated number of occurrences of a record
(such as P ) in sliding window in the original stream S.

Next, we explain how ESS-sketch summarizes the stream
of records in a sliding window. ESS-sketch maintains a small
data structure T , where each entry in T is a tuple [R,W

R
].

We denote the number of tuples |T | by m (m = |T |). For
each incoming record R that is present in T , we insert a 1
with the arrival timestamp i of R into the corresponding
sliding window counter. If R is not present in T , then we
need to make room to insert R by first removing any ex-
pired records(s) (i.e., records that are older than the current
window). If there is no expired record, then the record with
the lowest count is replaced with R and 1 is inserted into its
sliding window counter. The insertion of 1 ensures to add 1
to the count of record R, similar to the case of Space Saving
with Integer counters. Algorithm 1 outlines the steps of the
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ESS-sketch. ESS-sketch can also handle a generic case where
each record in the stream is a pair (R, c). For each incoming
pair (R, c) from stream S, if R is in T , ESS-sketch inserts
c number of 1’s into W

R
, all with same timestamp i, and

inserts 0 to all other W in T . Both exponential histogram
and deterministic waves require the timestamp to be non-
decreasing. Therefore, inserting any number of 1’s into W
with same timestamp (as long as the timestamp is non-
decreasing) does not affect the working principle of W .
Although ESS-sketch can handle streams where items have
an arbitrary count, for the sake of simplicity, and clarity,
from here onward we will consider f(Ri) to be 1 (i.e.,
streams with unitary updates). We will consider the case
in which the stream S is simply a sequence of records Ri
without an associated frequency f(Ri), hence, n ≥ N .

Before providing further detail about ESS-sketch, we first
describe how exponential histogram or deterministic waves
can be used to estimate the number of occurrences of an
element in the stream S in a sliding window. Consider the
following example.

Example 1. Consider we are given a simple stream S =
{a, b, c, b, a, c, a, · · ·} drawn from alphabet set {a, b, c}. Our aim
is to estimate the count of these elements in a sliding window
of length n. To do so, our approach requires first to construct
multiple streams of 0’s and 1’s from the elements of actual
stream S, and then estimate the number of 1’s in the constructed
streams using window counter such as exponential histogram or
deterministic waves. We construct bit streams for each distinct
element from original stream S as follows. Let ei represents an
element in the stream, then :
Stream Sa = ei : (ei ∈ Sa = 1 ↔ ei ∈ S = a) ∧ (ei ∈ Sa =
0↔ ei ∈ S 6= a) i.e., Sa={1000101}
Stream Sb = ei : (ei ∈ Sb = 1 ↔ ei ∈ S = b) ∧ (ei ∈ Sb =
0↔ ei ∈ S 6= b) i.e., Sb={0101000}
Stream Sc = ei : (ei ∈ Sc = 1 ↔ ei ∈ S = c) ∧ (ei ∈ Sc =
0↔ ei ∈ S 6= c) i.e., Sc={0010010}

In simple words, suppose we want to construct a bit stream
Sx for a symbol x, then a current digit in the constructed bit
stream Sx will be 1 if the current symbol in stream S is x, or
0 otherwise. Once the bit streams are constructed, next we use
window counters Wa, Wb and Wc to process the constructed bit
streams as follows. When the first element “a” in S arrives, we
insert 1 into Wa and 0 into both Wb and Wc. When the second
element “b” in S arrives, we insert 1 into Wb and 0 into both Wa

and Wc. Similarly, when the third element “c” in S arrives, we
insert 1 into Wc and 0 into both Wa and Wb, and so on. This
means that the bit stream Sa={1000101} is inserted into Wa, the
bit stream Sb={0101000} is inserted into Wb, and the bit stream
Sc={0010010} is inserted into Wc. Next, to estimate the count
of any item in stream S at any time, we query the corresponding
window counter to find the estimated number of 1’s. For instance,
if we want to find the estimated count of b, we query Wb to find the
estimated number of 1’s, which in turn finds the estimated number
of occurrences of b in sliding window in the original stream S.

The above example considers a simple scenario to pro-
vide insight on how bit streams are constructed from a
stream of records and how window counters are used to
estimate the count of an element in the original stream. In
real world applications the alphabet set can be quite large,
and it would be prohibitive to store that number of window

Algorithm 1 An ESS-Sketch

1: procedure ESS( 1
ε

counters, Stream S)
2: for each record R with timestamp i in S do
3: if R ∈ T then
4: Update WR by 1 with timestamp i;
5: else
6: for each record, P ∈ T do
7: Update WP by 0 with timestamp i;
8: end for
9: Remove expired buckets if any

10: Let P be the record with the least count;
11: Replace P with R;
12: Insert a 1 into WR with timestamp i;
13: end if
14: end for
15: end procedure
16: function POINTQUERY(R)
17: if R ∈ T then
18: Let j be the most recent timestamp in S;
19: Insert a 0 into WR with timestamp j;
20: f̂(R) = Query(WR ); // Query(.) is a function which ac-

cesses Integer counter of WR .
21: Return f̂(R);
22: else
23: Return 0;
24: end if
25: end function
26: function RANGEQUERY(R, r)
27: if R ∈ T then
28: Let j be the most recent timestamp in S;
29: Insert a 0 into WR with timestamp j;
30: f̂(R, r) = Query(WR , r); // Query(WR , r) function sums

Integer counters of WR for the time range r.
31: Return f̂(R, r);
32: else
33: Return 0;
34: end if
35: end function
36: procedure HEAVYHITTERS(φ)
37: for each R ∈ T do
38: f̂(R) = Query(WR );
39: if f̂(R) ≥ φN then
40: Print (R, f̂(R));
41: end if
42: end for
43: end procedure

counters. In such cases, the ESS-sketch works as follows.
For each record P , ESS-sketch inserts the bit stream S

P
of

P into its window counter W
P

; however, due to an upper
bound on the number of counters allowed (controlled by
the error term εs), for each new record R (which is not
present in T ), ESS-sketch removes an existing record P
(having the smallest count) and replaces P with the new
incoming record R. Once P has been replaced by R in the
same tuple, for future incoming R, ESS-sketch inserts bit
stream SR into W

R
(which was previously W

P
). Hence,

W
R

maintains the snapshot of bit stream e
′

= S
P

⊕
S

R
,

where
⊕

represents the concatenation of stream S
P

and
S

R
(see Figure 1). This shows that a single window counter

W
R

has summarized a bit stream whose prefix is the bit
stream of a record P and the suffix is the bit stream of a
record R. Figure 1 illustrates the concatenated bit stream
processed by window counter W

R
; showing the prefix and

suffix corresponding to record P and record R respectively.
This means that a window counter processes the bit stream
of more than one records and the estimate produced by a
window counter such as W

R
contains the count of previous
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Fig. 1: A pictorial view of ESS-sketch, which shows expired elements, an active window of length 15 and future elements.
The figure also explains the stream concatenation corresponding to records P and R, timestamps and arrival time, etc.

record P and the count of new record R. Moreover, due to
continuous nature of the stream, for a given record, such
concatenation may have occurred a number of times and in
multiple windows. It is clearly an error that comes in the
estimation produced by window counters due to the space
bound that limits the number of window counters allowed.
Lemma 1 in the following section provide a deterministic
bound on estimation error of window counters in ESS-
sketch, which may arise due to bit streams concatenation
in a window counter associated with multiple records of the
original stream.

4.1 Correctness and Complexity of the ESS-Sketch

This section explains theoretical results of ESS-sketch. First,
we provide proof of the correctness of ESS-sketch using
error bound in estimation, and then provide memory re-
quirements and update cost of ESS-sketch.

Lemma 1. Let m = 1
εs

be the number of tuples in ESS-sketch,
and εw be the error parameter of W for an exponential histogram.
Also, let ε = εs = εw. Then the error in estimated frequency of
each window counter W maintained by ESS-sketch is, at most,
εN .

For proof see appendix.

Next, we first provide the memory requirements of ESS-
sketch and then provide its time complexity.

Theorem 2. Let m = 1
εs

be the number of tuples in ESS-sketch,
and εw be the error parameter of W. Also, let ε = εs = εw. Then
the worst-case space required by ESS-sketch is O( 1

ε2 log (εN)).
For proof see appendix.

Theorem 2 uses the Arithmetic Mean, Geometric Mean
(AM-GM) inequality to prove the upper bound on theoret-
ical memory requirements of ESS-sketch, which is signifi-
cantly lower than the recent existing approaches (see Table
2 for comparison). Considering some practical values for the
parameters, where ε = 0.01 and N = 1000000, ESS-sketch
requires 40000 words, while ECM sketch (for δ = 0.01)
requires 300000 words, which means ESS-sketch requires
around 750% less memory than ECM sketch..

Lemma 3. ESS-sketch requires O(log n log (1
ε )) worst-case up-

date time and O(1) amortized update time per record of the
stream.

For proof see appendix.

The update cost of ESS-sketch can further be decreased
by using deterministic waves [20] as the sliding window
counter. By using deterministic waves instead of exponen-
tial histogram, the worst cast update cost of ESS-sketch
becomes O(log( 1

ε )).

Lemma 4. Frequency estimate for a given record R by ESS-sketch
takes constant time, i.e., O(1).

Proof. Locating a tuple for a given record requires one
hashing operation. Query(W

R
) function in window coun-

ters does not involve any search and simply accesses an
integer counter maintained in the window counters W

R
(i.e.,

exponential histogram or deterministic waves); therefore it
performs just one computational step, so its complexity is
O(1). Hence, the estimate by ESS-sketch is produced in a
constant time.

Note that ECM sketches requires O(ln 1
δ ) operations to

produce an estimate for a given query item R, and if a
query involves a range r, then the estimate is produced in
O(r ln 1

δ ) time. ESS-sketch has a major advantage over ECM
sketches in terms of query estimates as well, as it requires
O(1) to produce simple estimates, and if a query involves a
range r, then it requires only O(r) time.

4.2 Query Estimation in a Centralized Setting
In this section, we explain how ESS-sketch supports point
queries, range queries, heavy hitter queries, inner-product
and self-join size queries. Also, we provide deterministic
guarantees on the precision of solution to these queries.
The analyses are valid for both count based and time-based
sliding window models.

4.2.1 Point and Range Queries
A point query is posed by using an identifier R. ESS-sketch
answers this query as follows, it first locates the record R in
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T using a hash lookup operation that takesO(1) time to find
the tuple with identifier R. Then ESS-sketch queries W

R
to

find estimates provided by W
R

(Lines 16-25 in Algorithm
1), which also takes O(1) time. The point query is then
answered with the following estimation guarantees.

Theorem 5. Let f(R), and f̂(R) be the true and estimated
frequencies of R in sliding window of size n. Then the estimation
error is bounded by f(R) ≤ f̂(R) ≤ f(R) + εN .

As explained earlier in Section 4 that the window
counter W

R
of ESS sketch provides only a bounded over-

estimate, which means the estimated frequency f̂(R) is
bounded from above by error εN using Lemma 1 (i.e., +εN ).
Hence, the above Theorem 5 follows.

A range query is a special case of a point query, which
is posed by the combination of an identifier R, and a query
range r, e.g., (R, r). The range r can be queried in terms of
count range or time range. ESS-sketch answers this query
as follows; it first locates record R in T taking O(1) time.
Next, within W

R
, it computes the sum over all the buckets

that overlap with the query range r. The worst-case time
required to find a range estimates by W

R
is O( 1

ε log n),
which is the maximum number of buckets within a W

R
. The

range query is then answered with the following estimation
guarantees.

Lemma 6. Let f(R, r), and f̂(R, r) be the true and estimated
frequencies of R within query range r, provided by W

R
. Then

at any time, the estimation error is bounded by f(R, r) ≤
f̂(R, r) ≤ f(R, r) + ε||Sr||1.

Lemma 6 is a special case of Theorem 5 for the range
queries, where ||Sr||1 is L1 norm, that is, the sum of all the
arrivals within the time range r.

4.2.2 Heavy Hitters Query
A heavy hitters query (see HeavyHitters(.) subroutine in
Algorithm 1) with threshold φ is executed as follows. ESS-
sketch scans T sequentially, and returns all records R for
which f̂(R) ≥ φN . The following theorem provides a useful
observation about heavy hitters output by ESS-sketch.

Theorem 7. A heavy hitters query with threshold φ returns a
set HH of records such that (i) every item in HH must occur at
least (φ − ε)N times within the last n arrivals/time unit of S,
and (ii) any record that occurs more than φN times within last n
arrivals/time unites of S, must be in HH.

For proof see appendix.

Notice, the heavy hitter query uses repeated point
queries to find estimates of each record. In a similar
manner, a heavy hitters query with pre-specified range r
can also be answered using repeated range queries instead
of point queries. This provides additional functionality
to find heavy hitters within any range to understand the
underlying stream characteristics.

4.2.3 Quantiles
Quantiles are order statistics of the records in the data
stream. The approximate φ-quantile (0 ≤ φ ≤ 1) of a

stream S is a record P such that φN records of S are
less than or equal to f̂(P ) and the remaining (1 − φ)N
are greater than f̂(P ). Quantiles are very useful statistics,
for instance, a website, such as a search engine, consists
of several web servers, which collectively handle the users
queries (requests). The overall performance of the web site
is characterized by the latency (delay) experienced by the
users. Since the distribution of the latency values is very
skewed, so a common practice is to track some particular
quantiles, for instance, “what is the 95th percentile latency
of the website (over all the distributed servers) during the
last one hour”. The ESS-sketch can answer quantile queries
with following precision guarantees.

Lemma 8. A quantile query with threshold φ returns a record P
that is guaranteed to be in the [φ− ε, φ+ ε] quantile range.

A quantile can simply be found by first computing heavy
hitters set (described above in Section 4.2.2) and then sorting
and finding the records P such that φN records of S are less
than or equal to f̂(P ) and the remaining (1−φ)N are greater
than f̂(P ).

4.2.4 Inner Product and Self-Join Queries
A common database query that is inherently difficult in the
streaming environments is the inner product query. Let a,
and b be two streams, then a � b =

∑
R∈D fa(R)× fb(R)

defines the inner product, where D is the input domain
(i.e., distinct records), fa(R), and fb(R) represents the fre-
quencies of record R in stream a and stream b. The self-
join queries are special cases of inner product over a single
stream a. These queries are also called second frequency
moment F2, defined as F2 =

∑
R∈D (fa(R))2.

In this section, we show how ESS-sketch can answer
these queries efficiently. Let the two instances of ESS-sketch
be the ESSa, and ESSb that summarize two streams a, and
b respectively. Let ar, and br be the two substreams of
streams a, and b respectively, within query range r. Then
the estimated inner product is computed as âr � br =∑
R∈D f̂a(R, r)× f̂b(R, r). Next, we provide the bounds on

the estimation error of inner product.

Theorem 9. Let both ESSa, and ESSb be initialized with error
parameter ε

′
= (
√

2− 1)ε. Then the estimation error is bounded
by ar � br ≤ âr � br ≤ ar � br + ε||ar||1||br||1.

For proof see appendix.

5 PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR A DISTRIBUTED
SETTING

In a distributed setting, it may be required to compute
aggregates on the union of the data in all streams rather
than just any individual stream. For example, in a network
monitoring problem, packets can enter or leave the network
at multiple locations, and each of this location is monitored
separately, using multiple distributed sites (see Figure 2
left). The network monitoring team might be interested in
querying the aggregates on the union of the data in all
streams. One simple solution to this problem would be to
send all streams directly to a single site (summarizer or the
sink) which can then summarize the entire stream received.
However, this solution would be highly inefficient in terms
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of communication cost and energy. A more general and
efficient solution [21] to this problem is that each remote site
computes a small space sketch of its local stream, and passes
the sketch to the sink. The sink can then use the received
sketches from remote sites to estimate the aggregate over
the union of all data streams. Since the sketches are much
smaller in size than the streams themselves, this scheme
has much lower communication cost. For data processing
in wireless sensor networks, techniques [22] have been pro-
posed to merge the sketches in a hierarchical manner, where
sketches are merged up in the tree nodes that are sunk at
the root node. Every intermediate node communicates its
sketch to its parent. The parent node merges the sketches
from all its children and communicates the merged sketch
to its parent. In this manner, sketches propagate and get
merged at intermediate nodes until they reach the root node
of the tree. The sink (root) merges the sketches from all of its
descendants and builds a final sketch for the union of all the
local streams received by all intermediate nodes (see Figure
2 right).

To summarize distributed streams, we can use an in-
stance of ESS-sketch at each of the distributed sites to sum-
marize its local stream and communicate the ESS-sketches to
a sink or central site. The sink first merges all the sketches
and then uses the final merged sketch to answer queries
over the union of the disjoint distributed data streams. One
might argue that each individual ESS-sketch can be queried
and the results from all the instances of ESS-sketch can be
accumulated, which would be an ideal case to save the
communication cost. However, this approach is feasible only
for point queries; more complex and general queries such
as heavy hitters, quantiles and self-joins queries cannot be
answered by such approach. For instance, an element might
not be a heavy hitter or quantile in an individual distributed
stream, but that element might be a heavy hitter or quantile
in the union of the distributed streams or vice versa.

To summarize distributed data streams using ESS-
sketch, it needs to be able to merge distributed summaries
in a meaningful way, so that the answer can be computed
over the union of distributed streams. For instance, we
require merging of ESS1, ESS2,· · ·, ESSd corresponding to
the d distributed data streams S1, S2, · · · , Sd to get a sin-
gle sketch ESS⊕, which corresponds to the logical stream
S⊕ = S1

⊕
S2

⊕
· · ·

⊕
Sd. Here, we overload

⊕
operator

to define merge operation as follows. We consider each
tuple separately and discuss the case when the tuple is
present in two or more input summaries ESSi and ESSj .
For instance, if a tuple is present in two or more input
summaries (i.e., ESSi and ESSj), we have to show how
to merge the window counters corresponding to different
input tuples having the same key in different summaries.
Similarly, we need to consider the situation where there
are tuples in some summaries but not in others. In this
case after merging the size of merged summary ESS⊕ can
be up to a maximum of d × m, because m is the size of
a single summary and there are a total of d summaries.
Importantly, we need to consider how to keep the size of the
merged summary always bounded byO(m). To summarize,
there are two main issues to resolve to make ESS-sketch
work for distributed streams; (1) a strategy for merging
window counters and (2) efficiently maintaining the size

bound. Both of these issues require designing algorithmic
approaches that provide theoretical guarantees for space
and accuracy requirements of the problem. An algorithm
to deal with the first issue is explained next in Section 5.1.
Section 5.2 explains how to resolve the second issue, i.e.,
how to maintain the size bound.

5.1 Merging Window Counters
In this section, we explain the merging algorithm for the
time-based sliding window exponential histograms. Al-
though exponential histogram supports both time-based
and count-based sliding windows, however, we are only
able to merge time-based exponential histograms, and the
same is true for the deterministic waves [3]. Consider a set of
d exponential histograms EH1, EH2, · · ·, EHd, each of which
represents a summary of a time-based sliding window of
last n time units (minute, hourly, etc.). Let, EH⊕ = EH1

⊕
EH2

⊕
· · ·

⊕
EHd denote the merge operation of the d ex-

ponential histograms. Recall that an exponential histogram
consists of up to a maximum of k = O( 1

ε log n) buckets (see
section 3.2). Let a bucket i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , k; of an exponential
histogram j = 1, 2, 3, · · · , d; be represented by βji . The
buckets are numbered from right to left, such that the most
recent bucket is 1. Let, the number of 1’s (the size of the
bucket) be denoted by |βji |, and the ending time of bucket
be denoted by e(βji ). Even though, the starting time of the
bucket is not explicitly maintained, for the sake of simplicity,
we use s(βji ) to denote the starting time of the bucket βji ,
which by construction is equal to the ending time of the
previous bucket e(βji−1), i.e., s(βji ) = e(βji−1). The merge
algorithm for exponential histogram works as follows. To
build EH⊕, the merge algorithm initializes EH⊕ (i.e., an
empty exponential histogram) using ε, and starts inserting
the information (i.e., number of 1’s and timestamp) stored
in EHj into EH⊕; assuming that half of the number of 1’s
arrive at the starting time of each bucket and the remaining
half arrive at the ending time of the bucket. The merge
algorithm instantiates a time-based exponential histogram
EH⊕ with error parameter ε and window size n, which is
the same parameter settings as any of exponential histogram
EHj . Let β be the list of all buckets of all exponential
histograms in sliding windows of length n. Then for each
bucket βji ∈ β, the merge algorithm inserts into EH⊕ half
of the elements of the bucket with timestamp s(βji ) and
the other half of the items in the bucket with timestamp
e(βji ). Insertions into EH⊕ are performed in the order of
the timestamps of the buckets. It has been shown in [3] that
the maximum relative error induced in EH⊕ by merging
is bounded by 2ε+ε2, where ε is the error parameter with
which all of the exponential histograms including EH⊕ are
initialized.

5.2 Maintaining the Size Bound
In the previous section, we have shown how to merge win-
dow counters if they correspond to different input tuples
with the same key in various summaries. In this section,
we explain how to combine summaries ESSj to get a single
summary ESS⊕ of size O(m).

The merge algorithm for ESS⊕ works as follow. It inserts
the tuples from all input summaries ESS1, ESS2, · · ·, ESSd
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Fig. 2: A pictorial representations of distributed settings, where multiple distributed sites are used to monitor local streams
and the summaries ESSi of the local streams are exchanged to a central/root node periodically or on demand. (Left)
multiple distributed sites pass their summarized sketches to a central system, where they are merged to create a single
summary of the union stream. (Right) A hierarchical scenario, where sketches are merged up in the tree nodes that are
sunk at root node, and the sketch at the root node is the summary of the union stream of its leave nodes.

into ESS⊕ sequentially one by one and then performs
pruning operation. These procedures are explained below.
Insertion: first, the merge algorithm inserts all the tuples
from input summary ESS1 into ESS⊕. Then, it starts in-
serting tuples from the rest of the summaries ESSj for
j = 2, 3, · · · , d into ESS⊕. While inserting the tuple from
ESSj into ESS⊕, if the keys of the tuples are the same, their
window counters are merged using algorithm explained
above. Otherwise, tuples are simply copied into the merged
summary ESS⊕.
Pruning: the merge algorithm maintains the tuples in sorted
order (i.e., based on frequency) in ESS⊕, which can be ac-
complished during insertion or through a standard sorting
mechanism. If the ESS⊕ is full (i.e., more than O(m)) then
the merge algorithm finds a tuple [R, f̂(R)] in ESS⊕ with
f̂(R) being the (m + 1)th largest count and removes all
tuples with count equal to or less than f̂(R). This ensures
that the size of the merged summary ESS⊕ is always under
O(m).

5.3 Correctness and Complexity of ESS⊕ Sketch

This section explains some theoretical results of the merge
algorithm. First, we provide proof of the correctness of the
algorithm using error bound in estimation and then provide
update cost of the merge algorithm.

Lemma 10. Let N⊕ be the sum of the frequencies of the
records in the union stream S⊕. Let N1, N2, · · · , Nd be the
sum of the frequencies of the records in the respective distributed
summaries ESS1, ESS2,· · ·, ESSd, for the d distributed data
streams S1, S2, · · · , Sd. Let ε be the error parameter and n be the
length of the time-based sliding window for each of the distributed
summaries. Then, the estimation error by the merged summary
ESS⊕ that corresponds to S⊕ is bounded by εN⊕.

For proof see appendix.

Theorem 11. The worst-case time to merge d summaries, each of
size m, is O(dkm), where k is the maximum number of buckets
in a single window counter.

For proof see appendix.

The worst-case time required by the merge algorithm can
also be written as O(dkm) = O( dε2 log n), where k = 1

ε log n
and m = 1

ε .

Theorem 12. The communication cost or amount of volume
required to transfer over a network for the merge algorithm to
merge d distributed summaries is O( dε2 log εn).

Theorem 12 can simply be followed from the fact that
the size of a single distributed summary is 1

ε2 log εn, and
merging d such summaries requires O( dε2 log εn) volume to
be transferred over the network.

5.4 Query Estimation in a Distributed Setting
In this section, we explain how the merged summary ESS⊕
supports point queries, range queries and heavy hitter
queries in a distributed settings. Note that the following
analyses are valid for time-based sliding window models
only.

5.4.1 Distributed Point and Range Queries
In the case of point and range queries in a distributed
settings, an ideal case to save the communication cost is
to query each ESS-sketch and then accumulate the results
from all the distributed instances of ESS-sketch. For point
and range queries, there is no need for fetching the entire
summary from each site and merging them at a central
site. A point query (respect range query) is issued by the
querying site using an identifier R (respect (R, r) ) over
all the distributed sites. The distributed sites then return
their local estimates (an integer value) corresponding to the
query in the same way as explained in centralized settings
(see Section 4.2 for estimating point and range queries). The
querying site then sums all the estimates to find the answer
to the queries corresponding to the union stream S⊕. The
point query is then answered with the following estimation
guarantees.

Theorem 13. Let f(R), and f̂(R) be the true and estimated
frequencies of R in sliding window of size n in the union stream
S⊕. Then the estimation error for the point query is bounded by
f(R) ≤ f̂(R) ≤ f(R) + εN⊕.
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For proof see appendix.

As explained earlier that a range query is a special case
of a point query, which is issued by the combination of
an identifier R, and a query range r, e.g., (R, r), where r
is a range of time. ESS-sketch summary at an individual
site answers this query by computing the sum over all the
buckets that overlap with the query range r and return it
to the querying site. The querying site then sums all the
estimates to find the answer to the queries corresponding
to the union stream S⊕ within query range r with the
following error guarantees.

Lemma 14. Let f(R, r), and f̂(R, r) be the true and estimated
frequencies of R in the union stream S⊕, with query range r.
Then the estimation error is bounded by f(R, r) ≤ f̂(R, r) ≤
f(R, r) + ε||Sr||1.

Lemma 14 is a special case of Theorem 13 for the range
queries, where ||Sr||1 is the sum of all the arrivals within
the union stream S⊕, within query range r.

5.4.2 Distributed Heavy Hitters, Quantiles, and Self-Join
Queries

As mentioned earlier that complex and general queries such
as heavy hitter, quantiles and self-join queries require merg-
ing. After a merge operation, a heavy hitters query over
the merged summary ESS⊕ with threshold φ is executed as
follows. We scan tuples in ESS⊕ sequentially, and returns all
those records for which f̂(R) ≥ φN⊕. Distributed quantile
query over the union stream S⊕ is a record P such that
φN⊕ records of S⊕ are less than or equal to f̂(P ) and the
remaining (1 − φ)N⊕ are greater than f̂(P ). Distributed
quantile query can be executed as follows. We first find
distributed heavy hitters from the merged summary ESS⊕
and then perform sorting and find quantile record from
the distributed heavy hitters. Distributed self-join queries
over the union stream S⊕ can also be answered over
the merged summary ESS⊕ by finding second frequency
moment F2 from the union stream S⊕, which is defined
as F2 =

∑
R∈ESS⊕ (f(R))2. This computation can be per-

formed just like the centralized setting (see Section 4.2.4),
with same bounds on space and accuracy except with N
replaced by N⊕ (see Theorem 9).

6 IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

We have implemented all our proposed algorithms using
Java (v 1.8). The ECM sketches were also implemented in
Java and obtained from the authors [3]. For the testing, we
have used an Intel Core i7 machine with a 3.4GHz processor,
16 GB RAM, and 64 bit Windows operating system installed
on it. The data structures used in all the algorithms imple-
mented and acquired are based on hashing techniques; it
requires one hashing operation to lookup a particular item
in the data structure.

Datasets: In our experiments, we have used real Internet
traffic traces datasets [23] that are openly available from
the WAND Network Research Group at the University of
Waikato, New Zealand. Each of these datasets contains 30

minutes trace of network traffic data in tcpdump1 format.
Wireshark2 was used to read the tcpdump format data for
extracting source IP addresses.

Experimental Setup: In real-word applications, it is
difficult to predict the maximum number of items that
will arrive in a sliding window; therefore, these values are
typically decided by analyzing a small stream sample. The
exponential histogram and deterministic waves window
counters were initialized with an upper bound of 1000
events per milliseconds. Exponential histograms based al-
gorithms (e.g., ESS-sketch) are better in this regards as they
do not require this information at initialization time.

The frequency of a transaction is considered 1, as it is
associated with the packet. Note, the frequency of a single
transaction need not necessarily be 1; it can be any arbitrary
number including the number of bytes in the packet, as it
does not affect the algorithms presented. Thus, both ESS and
ECM sketches would estimate the number of packets sent
by a machine with a unique IP address. We considered two
variants of the proposed ESS-sketch, ESS(EH) and ESS(DW),
distinguished by the type of window counter used; and
compared them against variants of the ECM-sketches, which
we call ECM(EH) and ECM(DW).

We have used a sliding window size of 1 million records,
assuming each record arrives at one millisecond’s interval,
the sliding window corresponds to 16.6 minutes of network
traffic. We have constructed various point queries. Specif-
ically, we have designed queries for almost each distinct
item of the dataset and executed them at various point of
time with the range covering the whole sliding window. We
have also executed queries with ranges of an exponentially
increasing order within the window size, e.g., ranges having
the form [t− 10i, t], where t was the time of the last arrival.
We have constructed self-join queries for each range query
and executed them at various points of time. The results
were averaged over a number of runs and reported in the
paper.

Evaluation Criteria: The objective is to evaluate ESS and
ECM sketches with respect to efficiency and effectiveness,
scalability and suitability for centralized and distributed
settings. To compare the efficiency and effectiveness of ESS
and ECM sketches, we have considered different factors
including memory usage, execution and query time and
quality of the output in both centralized and distributed
settings. The memory usage is compared using the maxi-
mum number of bytes used by the sketches during runtime
in the centralized settings or transferred over the network
in distributed settings. The quality of output is compared
using estimation error in different queries.

Summary of the Results: Detail experimental analysis
of the ESS-sketch shows that in both centralized and dis-
tributed settings, overall its memory has sub-linear growth
with respect to both data size and time, which is a significant
improvement for streaming data. The variants of ESS and
ECM sketches that are based on exponential histograms
are better due to lower space usage, and identical estima-
tion error. In centralized setting, comparing ESS and ECM

1. http://www.tcpdump.org/manpages/tcpdump.1.html, Accessed:
23/02/2015

2. https://www.wireshark.org/, Accessed: 23/02/2015
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sketches, the experimental analysis demonstrates that ESS-
sketches offer many advantages over ECM-sketches. ESS-
sketches has lower memory and query time requirements,
provide deterministic error guarantees, and has competitive
update cost requirements both in theory and in practice.
In distributed setting, the communication cost and merge
time increases with increase in network size for both ESS
and ECM; however, the increase in both cases (i.e., com-
munication cost and merge time) for ECM sketch is much
higher than the proposed ESS-sketch. In summary, although
both sketches provide the same average estimation error,
ESS-sketch performs much better than ECM-sketch in the
communication cost of distributed queries, e.g., transferred
volume and merge time.

6.1 Evaluation in a Centralized Setting

In this set of experiments we explain results of the central-
ized settings, where a single machine observes the whole
stream at a central point using ESS and ECM sketches. We
have evaluated the sketches for various parameter settings,
and illustrated the results against those settings. For ECM
sketches, the parameter δ was set to 1, which corresponds to
a probability of 99% accurate results.

Memory Usage: In this section we explain the memory
usage of ESS-sketches. Memory is one of the the critical
resources for streaming applications, consequently, better
sketches have lower memory usage. Although, we have
given theoretical memory usage in terms of maximum num-
ber of buckets that ESS and ECM sketches can maintain (see
Table 2), we are providing results of practical memory usage
in terms of maximum actual bytes used. Figures 3a and 3b
compares the memory usage of ESS and ECM for varying
ε within the range of [0.001 to 0.017]. The difference be-
tween variants of ESS-sketch, that is, ESS(EH) and ESS(DW)
is slight. Particularly, ESS(EH) has slightly lower memory
usage than the ESS(DW). This can also be observed for the
variants of ECM sketch. The memory usage of both ESS and
ECM sketches decreases with larger values of ε. The differ-
ence between the memory usage for ESS and ECM sketches
is substantial. ECM sketch uses higher memory compared
to ESS-sketch. For instance, for ε = 0.003 the proposed
ESS-sketch uses 8890512 bytes (or 8.5 MB) of memory while
ECM sketch uses 64962149 bytes (or 62 MB) of memory. The
average memory usage is illustrated in Figure 3c, which
shows that on average, the memory usage of ESS-sketch
is about seven times less than the memory usage of ECM-
sketches. Such a significant memory reduction is clearly an
important advantage of ESS-sketches over ECM-sketches.

Update and Query Performance: In this section, we ex-
plain the updates and queries performance of ESS-sketches.
Like memory, execution time is also one of the critical
resources for streaming applications. Theoretical update and
query complexities are given in Table 2. Here we provide
the time required for the update and query observed in our
experimental settings for ε = 0.001.

Figures 3d to 3f illustrates the average update and query
timings for ESS and ECM sketches. Notice the update time
difference for the variants of ESS and ECM sketches. The
ESS(EH) require a little higher update time compared to
ESS(DW). The same type of effect can also be observed

for ECM(EH) and ECM(DW). The reason is that exponen-
tial histograms requires O(log n) worst-case update time,
whereas deterministic waves requires O(1) worst-case up-
date time. The query time isO(1), which is the same for both
exponential histograms and deterministic waves. In our
experiments, we observed that on average, ESS(EH) took
about 2.152 µs, ESS(DW) took about 1.176 µs, ECM(EH)
took about 2.034 µs, and ECM(DW) took about 1.002 µs
to update an incoming record in the maintained summaries.
The update time of ECM-sketch, in general, is a little lower
than ESS-sketch. However, its query time is substantially
higher than ESS-sketch. For instance, from Figures 3d to
3f it can be seen that ESS-sketches (i.e., both ESS(EH)
and ESS(DW)) require 0.18, 0.9 and 180.01 µs for point,
range and self-join queries respectively, but ECM (i.e., both
ECM(EH) and ECM(DW)) require 1.60, 8.07 and 8000.12 µs
for point, range and self-join queries respectively.

Thus, we note that ESS-sketches have competitive up-
date performance and have substantially better query per-
formance compared to ECM-sketches. This can be very
useful for the applications that have very fast query require-
ments.

Estimation Error: In this section we explain the aver-
age observed error in estimating the frequencies of items
monitored in a centralized stream. In Section 4.2 we have
provided theoretical analysis to demonstrate the theoret-
ical upper bounds on estimation error, here we provide
experimental estimation error for point, range and self-join
queries.

Figures 4a to 4f illustrate the average observed error for
the variants of ESS and ECM sketches in our experiments.
We know from Theorem 5, Lemma 6 and Theorem 9 that
theoretically the averaged observed error is always less than
ε. The experimental results also validate this; the average
observed error is always less than ε for both ESS and ECM
sketches.

Figures 4a to 4c demonstrates the trade-off between
estimation error and memory requirements. These figures
are annotated with the selected values of the parameter ε
to compare the averaged observed error and ε. In general,
the estimation error decreases with the allocation of more
memory for both ESS and ECM sketches. However, ECM-
sketch requires about seven times more memory than ESS-
sketches to provide the same average estimation error. This
effect is true for all types of queries that we have tested.

Figures 4d to 4f shows the average estimation error
observed at different points in time for point, range and
self-join queries. These experiments were conducted to ob-
serve the behavior of ESS and ECM sketches in conjunction
with window counters (i.e., exponential histograms and
deterministic waves). We monitored the frequencies of the
records at different points in time in the stream and found
that there is no significant difference between variants of
ESS-sketches (i.e., ESS(EH) and ESS(DW)) or ECM (i.e.,
ECM(EH) and ECM(DW)). Also, the estimation error by ESS
and ECM sketches is similar, with no significant difference
between them.

In summary, the variants of ESS and ECM sketches
that are based on exponential histograms are better due
to lower space usage, and identical estimation error and
query performance. One area where deterministic waves
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based variants of ESS and ECM sketches are better is up-
date performance. Comparing ESS and ECM sketches, ex-
perimental and theoretical analysis demonstrates that ESS-
sketches offer many advantages over ECM-sketches. ESS-
sketches has lower memory and query time requirements,
provide deterministic error guarantees, and has competitive
update cost requirements both in theory and in practice.

6.2 Evaluation in a Distributed Setting

We have already studied the effect of ε on memory usage,
update time and query time for both ESS and ECM sketch
variants in a centralized setting. In this section, we evalu-
ate ESS and ECM sketches in a distributed setting. Since
variants of ESS and ECM sketches based on exponential his-
tograms offer better performance, therefore, in a distributed
setting we considered only exponential histograms based
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variants of ESS and ECM sketches. The objective of these
experiments was to study the influence of network size
on communication cost; specifically merge time, transferred
volume and observed error. We have simulated a network
of d ∈ [2, 128] distributed nodes, which summarize d dis-
joint streams using ESS(EH) and ECM(EH). At the end
of the stream, the site pushes their summary to a central
coordinating site, where a merge algorithm merges all the
summaries from distributed sites. Then the merged sum-
mary represents the d distributed streams, which is queried
to study the estimation error. The communication cost is
measured in terms of total transferred volume from d sites.
The merge time is measured in terms of actual clock time
required by merge algorithm to merge d summaries.

Figures 5a and 5b demonstrate the average observed
error in correlation to network size for a fixed value of
ε = 0.008 at all distributed sites. Comparing to a centralized
setting, merging cause an inflation of the observed error
for both ESS(EH) and ECM(EH) sketches. For example, in
a centralized setting the average observed error for point
queries is around 0.004 (see Figure 4d). In a distributed
setting, the average observed error after merging for point
queries is around 0.005. In both cases, the average observed
error is less than the theoretical error 0.008 and the average
inflation due to merge is only around 0.1%. For highly
recurring items (such as heavy hitter items) the average
observed error after merging is around 0.0045, with an
inflation of 0.01% only (see Figure 5b).

Figures 5c and 5d shows the communication cost and
merge time in correlation to network size. It can be seen that
both the communication cost and merge time increases with
increase in network size for both ESS(EH) and ECM(EH).
However, the increase in both cases (i.e., communication
cost and merge time) for ECM(EH) sketch is much more
pronounced than the ESS(EH) sketch.

Although both sketches provide the same average esti-
mation error, ESS-sketch performs much better than ECM-
sketch in the communication cost of distributed queries, e.g.,
transferred volume and merge time.

7 CONCLUSION

The paper introduced efficient ESS-sketches for query es-
timation over sliding window data streams, both in cen-
tralized and distributed settings. Theoretical analysis is
provided to highlight efficiency and effectiveness of ESS-
sketches. Detailed experimental analysis of the ESS-sketch
reveals that, for both centralized and distributed settings,
its overall memory growth is sub-linear with respect to data
size and length of sliding window, which is a significant
improvement over existing techniques for streaming data.
Comparative evaluation of ESS and ECM sketches in a cen-
tralized setting shows that ESS-sketches offer many advan-
tages over ECM-sketches. For example, the proposed ESS-
sketches has significantly lower memory (about six times
less) and query time (about eight times less) requirements;
ESS-sketches provide deterministic error guarantees and has
about a similar update cost requirement both in theory and
in practice. In distributed setting, the communication cost
and merge time increases with the increase in network size
(number of network nodes) for both ESS and ECM sketches;
however, the increase in both cases (i.e., communication
cost and merge time) for ECM sketch is much higher
than the proposed ESS-sketch. In summary, although both
sketches provide the same average estimation error, ESS-
sketch outperforms ECM-sketch in terms of communication
cost of distributed queries, e.g., transferred volume and
merge time.
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